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Attachment I

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant
Response to Task Interface Agreement (TIA) 2001-04

There are two concerns that are addressed by this TIA. The two concerns are:
"* Does the essential service water (CL) System have a seismically adequate
discharge flow path(s)?
"* Is it acceptable to credit non safety related valve operation under a specific
scenario?
These concerns are responded to separately under the same titles as used in the TIA.

Background
Prior to addressing the specific issues, this section provides a very brief overview of the
system configuration and operation.
The CL System is a shared system between the two units. It consists of train A and
train B headers. The headers are normally cross-connected, but are automatically split
by a SI signal. There are five CL pumps; two non safety related and three safety
related. The three safety related pumps are two diesel driven pumps (12 and 22
DDCLPs) and one motor driven pump (121 MDCLP). Two safety related pumps are
required to be operable to satisfy the Technical Specification limiting condition for
operability (LCO).
The attached simplified system sketch (Figure 1) is provided to aid in the understanding
of the system configuration and operation.
Seismically Adequate Flow Path
During the Safety System Design and Performance Capability Inspection for the
Cooling Water System (Inspection Report 50-282/00-13(DRS); 50-306/00-13(DRS)), a
question was raised whether it was within the plant's licensing basis to require
consideration of a single active failure during an external event. During the onsite
inspection period, the issue was broad; i.e., application of single failure criterion during
an external event. This is also portrayed in the inspection report as a broad issue and
was going to be the subject of a forthcoming TIA from Region III to NRR; Unresolved
Item (URI) 50-282/00-13-02; 50-306/00-13-02. Following the inspection, the issue
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evolved into a more specific concern with regards to satisfying the requirements of
Generic Letter 87-02 (SQUG) as portrayed in this TIA. To facilitate resolving this
concern and other similar concerns that could arise in the future, this response will first

address the broad issue of application of single failure criterion during an external event
and then the more specific SQUG related issue will be addressed.
Single Failure During External Events

The broad issue is whether it is a licensing basis requirement for the plant to consider a
single active failure during an external event. This was the issue that was addressed
during the design inspection and the subject of the URI in the inspection report. This

external event is not postulated to occur simultaneous with an accident or transient; for
example a seismic event, a tornado, or a flood is not assumed to occur simultaneously
with a LOCA or MSLB nor does the external event cause an accident.
The PINGP was licensed to the AEC General Design Criteria (GDC), as originally
proposed in July 1967. The description of how these criterion are met is contained in
the FSAR; specifically, Section 1.8.
With respect to Engineered Safety Features such as emergency core cooling and
containment heat removal systems, each is required to be capable of performing it's
required function assuming a failure of a single active component. For example, AEC
GDC 41 states:
"Engineered safety features such as emergency core cooling and containment
heat removal systems shall provide sufficient performance capability to
accommodate partial loss of installed capacity and still fulfill the required safety
function. As a minimum, each engineered safety feature shall provide this
required safety function assuming failure of a single active component."
With respect to systems and components credited for mitigating external events such
as earthquakes, tornadoes, and flooding conditions, the requirements are less clear.
For example, AEC GDC 2 states:
"Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential to the
prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or to
mitigation of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected to
performance standards that will enable the facility to withstand, without loss of
the capability to protect the public, the additional forces that might be imposed by
natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, flooding conditions, winds,
ice and other local site effects. The design bases so established shall reflect: (a)
appropriate consideration of the most severe of these natural phenomena that
have been recorded for the site and the surrounding area and (b) an appropriate
TIA 2001-04.DOC
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margin for withstanding forces greater than those recorded to reflect
uncertainties about the historical data and their suitability as a basis for design."
Thus, AEC GDC 2 implies that such systems must be capable of performing their
function without "loss of capability". Requirements to be capable of withstanding a
single active failure are neither stipulated nor inferred.
A search through the plant documentation was performed to try and clarify this issue.

This review included the Safety Analysis Report, the AEC Safety Evaluation Report and
construction era licensing correspondence. No mention of the need to assume a

coincidental single active failure during an external event is contained in these
documents.
Additionally, it has historically been acceptable to not consider a single active failure
during an external event. For example, for a probable maximum flood the plant
requires a 14 day supply of fuel oil for the Unit 1 EDGs and the diesel driven CL pumps.
This requirement is implemented through Technical Specification 3.3.D.1.d and 3.7.A.5;
which allow crediting all of the fuel oil in the "Unit 1 interconnected diesel fuel oil storage
tanks" [underlining added]. There are six unit 1 interconnected fuel oil storage tanks;
three with Train A powered fuel oil transfer pumps and three with Train B powered fuel
oil transfer pumps. Due to tank sizing, it is physically not possible to satisfy the
Technical Specification requirements without crediting fuel oil transfer pumps powered
from both trains of electrical power. Similar configuration exists for the Unit 2 EDG fuel
oil storage tanks and pumps.
Therefore, it has been the plant's position that it is not necessary to postulate a single
active failure when evaluating the response to an external event.
SQUG
For the more specific question, the TIA mentions the requirement in Generic Letter (GL)
87-02 that: 1) equipment relied upon during a seismic event be seismically adequate;
and 2) safe shutdown systems not depend on a single component without a practical
alternative for achieving and maintaining shutdown if the component fails. The above
requirements are commonly called "SQUG criteria" in that they were developed as part
of a cooperative effort between the NRC and an EPRI-sponsored Seismic Qualification
Utility Group (SQUG).
The subsystem in question is the return side of the Cooling Water System. Three
independent return pipe lines exist; one is safety-related and the other two are non
safety related. The two non safety related return lines are the normal discharge flow
paths for the system. In order to use the alternate safety related flow path, a motor
operated valve is opened from the Control Room. Thus, the question is, "Based on
TIA 2001-04.DOC
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SQUG criteria, is it reasonable to consider the two non safety related Cooling Water
return lines to be seismically adequate?"
The first paragraph of GL87-02 required that utilities verify the seismic adequacy of their
equipment against SQUG criteria which were not available at the time the plants were

licensed. Two documents were referenced as forming the basis for this new
requirement; NUREG-121 1, Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of Unresolved Safety
Issue A-46, Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants, and NUREG-1030,
Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power Plants.
In defining the scope of the required seismic adequacy verification effort, GL87-02
stated:
"The equipment to be included is generally linked to active mechanical and
electrical components and cable trays. Piping, tanks, and heat exchangers are
not included except those tanks and heat exchangers that are required to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown must be reviewed for adequate anchorage."
The explanation for excluding piping and piping supports appears on page 5 of
NUREG-1211:
"Experience data collected by SQUG and others and high-level seismic tests on
piping conducted in foreign countries and in the U.S. show that piping is not
susceptible to failure resulting from seismic inertia loads. The only observed
instances of piping failure during the SQUG program to collect seismic
experience data were due to relative movement of anchor points and inadequate
or nonexistent anchorage of tanks or equipment for sites with zero period
acceleration between 0.25 and 0.6g.
"In general, piping is found to have a high margin of safety for almost all the
piping if only seismically induced inertia loads are considered. High stresses
arise when piping runs through walls or is attached to a large vessel resulting in
relative displacements. In piping design, seismic stresses are usually held to a
small percentage (say 15%) of the overall allowable stress. In addition, seismic
risk studies completed to date show that piping is not predicted to fail even at
levels two to five times the SSE level."
The SQUG criteria allows use of non safety related equipment to achieve and maintain
safe shutdown. Thus, it can be concluded that the exclusion of piping from the scope
of the seismic adequacy verification applies to both safety related and non safety
related piping.
PINGP did not verify the adequacy of piping in safety related and non safety related
Cooling Water return lines because GL87-02 excluded these lines and all other piping
TIA 2001-04.DOC
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from its seismic adequacy verification requirements. As mentioned in NUREG-121 1,
based on historical data and 0.12g peak ground acceleration during a Prairie Island
Design Basis Earthquake, the two non safety related Cooling Water return lines can
reasonably be considered to be seismically adequate.
Most of the Turbine Building is a non safety related structure. A portion of the building
(referred to as the Class I aisle) is safety related. The non safety related CL return lines
are routed through non safety related areas of the Turbine Building. However, these
areas of the Turbine Building were designed to withstand a DBE to prevent it's failure in
a seismic event from adversely affecting the Class I aisle. Therefore, these portions of
the building will not collapse and damage the CL return header piping.
Therefore, for complying with SQUG, there is reasonable assurance that both non
safety related CL discharge headers will be available following a seismic event.

Final Remarks
With the question related to SQUG compliance aside, the broader topic is the plant's
position of not postulating a single failure coincident with an external event. As
previously noted, this broader topic was the subject of the original URI documented in
the Inspection Report. However, this TIA only addresses a much more specific
question related to SQUG. One could imply from this that the regional inspectors do
not disagree with this plant position.
This position is discussed in more detail in the above section titled "Single Failure
During External Events." The basis for this conclusion is formed from regulation (or
absence of) at the time of plant licensing and how the plant was designed and built and
is licensed to operate.
Reliance on Non-Safety Related Equipment
This concern pertains to the crediting of non safety related equipment to function in a
loss of off site power event. The specific component is the cooling water (CL) control
valve (CV) for the Turbine Generator Hydrogen Coolers. On a turbine trip, this CV will
close and reduce the demand on the CL System. In the context of this discussion,
when only one valve is mentioned, the discussion is applicable to the similar valve in
the other unit.
The hydrogen control valve is a non safety related valve. The position of the valve is
automatically controlled by a valve positioner which receives a signal from a
temperature element. The valve requires an air supply to close and fails in the open
position. The air supply comes from the Instrument Air System. The Instrument Air
TIA 2001-04 .DOC
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Compressors are non safety related; however, by original design, it is desirable to have
the air system available. Thus, the air compressors are automatically loaded on the
EDGs and would be available during a LOOP. The electrical supply to the control valve
actuator is from an electrical panel that is backed by a safeguards battery. The
temperature element is powered from a safeguards instrument panel that would also
receive power from a safeguards battery. Therefore, although the valve is non safety
related, there is reasonable assurance that it would be available to close and reduce
the demand on the CL system.
During initial licensing, Prairie Island (PINGP) was required to demonstrate that the
Cooling Water System could tolerate a loss of off site power (LOOP) and still provide
the minimum required flow to the Emergency Diesel Generators. This was not
portrayed completely accurately in the subject TIA. That is, the TIA states that this was
for a "design basis accident that did not result in a safety injection signal". From the
correspondence, the requirement was for a LOOP only. This is a LOOP only and not
as a result of another internal or external event. Demonstrating this capability satisfied
a requirement in the AEC SER (page 9-9) for the PINGP; which states:
"For a loss of offsite power, the diesel pumps would start on a low pressure
signal from the discharge header, and control valves would reduce cooling water
flow in non-essential systems. Tests will be run during plant startup simulating
loss off offsite power to confirm that this arrangement will provide adequate
cooling water to essential equipment."
The specific event scenario that was being addressed is as follows (this scenario was
specifically identified in a letter from the AEC to NSP, dated February 27, 1974):
"* Prior to the LOOP, it is assumed that two safeguards CL Pumps are operable. This
is the minimum Technical Specification LCO.
"* The LOOP is assumed to occur.
"* Both Units trip due to the LOOP.
"• No Sl signal to split the CL headers.
"* One of the CL Pumps fail to start, resulting in one CL Pump supplying both CL
headers.
"* No operator action to reduce the CL system flow to non-essential components.
The resultant system alignment is one CL pump lined up to provide flow to both CL
headers. The objective of the testing and analyses was to demonstrate that adequate
CL flow could be provided to the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs).
The 2/27/74 letter was followed up by another AEC letter to NSP, dated April 25, 1974
on the same subject. The purpose of the 4/25/74 letter was to summarize a February
TIA 2001-04.DOC
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15, 1974, meeting between the AEC and NSP. With regards to demonstrating that the
CL system would provide adequate flow to the EDGs, this letter states:
"The ability of one diesel driven cooling water pump to supply adequate cooling
water to the diesel generators and to other engineered safety features following
a loss of offsite power was discussed. Calculations based on cooling water flow
distribution measurements performed during preoperational tests indicate that
adequate water may be provided even if flow to non-essential equipment is not
reduced as designed. However, the pump would operate near its runout
condition and the licensee does not want to test for this condition.
"The design provides for flow control valves to reduce flow to non-essential heat
exchangers (such as the main steam turbine) as plant load is reduced. During
Unit 1 startup tests at 100% power actual cooling water requirements will be
measured and the rate of closure of these flow control valves following a turbine
trip will be measured. Calculations will be made, based on these measurements,
to demonstrate the adequacy of cooling water for the diesel generators and other
engineered safety features of both units assuming only one cooling water pump
is available."
The testing and analyses were completed and results were submitted in a letter from
NSP to the AEC, dated October 7, 1974. This submittal showed that immediately after
the trip, the pressure in the CL headers would be adequate to provide sufficient cooling
to the EDGs and not place the pump in a runout condition. In addition, the hydrogen
cooler CVs would close in less than 10 minutes; which would result in the pressure in
the CL headers increasing. This provides additional cooling water which can be made
available to the diesels. From the following information in this report, it is clear which
CVs are being credited as closing;
"

Page 1, Section 1.1, refers to the "... automatic reduction in main generator
hydrogen cooler flow that occurs will guarantee sufficient cooling water supplies to
the diesel generators with no operator action required."

"* In the description of the system, the bottom of Page 2 to the top of Page 3 identifies
the Generator Hydrogen Coolers as "nonsafeguards equipment"
"* Page 4, Section 2.2.1, states: "The primary objective was measurement of closure
time of No. 11/12 Hydrogen Cooler Outlet Control Valve (CV-31360), which is the
only automatic temperature control of any size in the turbine building cooling water
system."
"• This section goes on to state: "The closure of CV-31360 was timed (stopwatch) from
the time of trip signal until the valve closed."
TIA 2001-04.DOC
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In addition, there are other places in the report where reference is made to crediting the
closure operation of this valve in the reduction of the CL flow. The location of this valve
in the CL System is shown as being a non-safety related component on system
drawings submitted and reviewed as part of the original FSAR (Figures 9.6-3 and 9.6

4).
The review of these tests and calculations is documented in AEC SER, dated October
30, 1974. In the SER, it is reiterated what the concern is:
"The Regulatory Staff requires that these systems be capable of automatically
supplying adequate power and cooling water for the engineered safety features
required to mitigate design basis accidents, including the loss of coolant accident
(LOCA), and anticipated operational occurrences, including loss of offsite power,
assuming a single failure after the accident or occurrence."
In this paragraph, the LOOP is an anticipated operational occurrence and not the result
of some other external event such as a seismic event or a tornado.
With regards to the testing results, the SER states:
"The licensee has completed cooling water system tests and analyses made to
demonstrate that the emergency cooling water flow automatically provided by a
diesel driven pump following a loss of offsite power is adequate, assuming one
of the two diesel pumps fails to start."
"Following loss of offsite power and the subsequent trip of both units with only
one diesel pump starting, the pressure in the cooling water system header will
decrease below design pressure until water flow to equipment that is not
essential has been automatically reduced by temperature control valves. The
largest such temperature-controlled valve is the hydrogen cooler outlet control
valve, that closes within ten minutes following loss of offsite power. More rapid
closure of motor-operated isolation valves to non-essential equipment following
loss of offsite power can be achieved manually. However, the Regulatory staff
does not consider manual actions at such short time intervals following an
accident to be an acceptable means for mitigation of the accident."
Again, it is clear which valves are being credited with closing to reduce the demand on
the CL system. It is also clear that this action is an active function and not a passive
function; such as assuming a "failed" position on a loss of air. Furthermore, a
differentiation is made between the temperature control valves and the motor operated
valves; indicating that it is understood that these valves use air as a motive force.
The motor operated valves which are referred to provide isolation to the non essential
loads in the Turbine Building. These valves have automatic closure capability, but an
TIA 2001-04.DOC
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SI signal is required. Without the SI signal, the valves would be open and rely on
manual operator action from the Control Room to close.
The 10/30/74 SER notes that additional testing would be required during the startup of
Unit 2 to confirm the predicted results. The results from this testing is documented in
NSP letter to the NRC, dated August 25, 1975. Similar to the previous testing, this
report credits the hydrogen cooler control valves for each unit closing to reduce the
demand on the CL system.
As part of the Prairie Island's efforts to better understand the operation, capabilities and
potential limitations of the CL System, a hydraulic model of the CL system was
constructed and used to model various different scenarios. One of the scenarios
evaluated is this LOOP scenario with only one CL pump running. That is, a LOOP with
a single failure of one of the DDCLPs with 121 MDCLP out of service. This results in a
similar configuration as analyzed in the work discussed above; that is, one DDCLP lined
up to both headers. The results for this configuration indicate that with the hydrogen
control valves open, the total pump flow rate is on the order of 19,250 gpm and with the
hydrogen control valves closed, the total pump flow rate is on the order of 17,925 gpm.
In both cases, adequate flow is provided to the EDGs. The recommended maximum
flow rate for continuous pump operation is 17,500 gpm and pump runout occurs at
22,500 gpm. The pump manufacturer recommends limited operation (1 to 2 hours)
between 17,500 and 22,500 gpm. Plant operating procedures direct the operators to
reduce the demand (from the Control Room) to less than 17,500 gpm per pump. These
results are consistent with those predicted in the 1974/1975 correspondence. Per the
procedures, these actions would be completed relatively early after the event.

CONCLUSIONS:
From the documentation cited above (both licensee submittals and AEC/NRC
correspondence and Safety Evaluation Report) and subsequent work, several
conclusions can be drawn:
1.

The scenario under consideration was limited to a LOOP. The ultimate objective
was to demonstrate that the EDGs would be available to provide electrical
power. As the CL system provides cooling to the EDGs, the CL system
operation was also important.

2.

The testing, analyses and review credited the operation of the hydrogen control
valves to actively move to the closed position.

3.

The hydrogen control valve is a CV; which means that it is air operated. The
correspondence make a point to differentiate between this valve and the motor
operated valves in the system.

TIA 2001-04.DOC
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4.

The control valve is non-safety related. This is also clear from the system
diagrams submitted as part of the FSAR.

5.

The analyses of the system response to this event indicates that the system
would be capable of performing it's required functions with the subject valves
open. In addition, although there is a high demand on the system, the pump
would not be operated beyond it's runout point.

As discussed in the above correspondence, some of the discussion relative to this
concern was conducted through meetings. Specifically, the April 25, 1974 letter from
the AEC to NSP summarizes a meeting that was held between the AEC, Region III and
NSP to discuss the testing. As documented in this letter, the function of this control
valve to reduce the flow to non-essential heat exchangers as plant load is reduced was
addressed. This would indicate that it was recognized that the valve was actively
functioning and not going to an assumed failed position. Because it is not documented,
it is not clear what the extent of this discussion was with regards to how the valve
operated; however, it is not unreasonable to assume that all participants understood
that the valve was non safety related and required an air source to close. At a
minimum, it is evident that the AEC was provided with more than sufficient information
to factor this into their approval process.
Therefore, based on the above discussion, it is acceptable for the plant to rely on
closing of the non safety related hydrogen cooler control valves to reduce the demand
on the CL System during a LOOP. This valve is not relied upon for operating during an
accident which generates an SI signal.

TIA 2001-04.DOC
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Reference Documents

1.

Safety Evaluation of the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant Units 1 & 2,
dated September 28, 1972.

2.

AEC Letter to NSP, dated February 27, 1974, No Subject Title Given. [Attached]

3.

AEC Letter to NSP, dated April 25, 1974, "February 15, 1974 Meeting with
Northern States Power (NSP) Regarding Prairie island Nuclear Generating Plant,
Startup Tests." [Attached]

4.

NSP Letter to the AEC, dated October 7, 1974, "Submittal of Results of Cooling
Water System Tests." [Attached]

5.

AEC Letter to NSP, dated October 30, 1974, "Safety Evaluation of Startup Test
Result for Diesel Generators and Cooling Water systems, Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2." [Attached]

6.

NSP Letter to NRC, dated August 25, 1975, "Submittal of Supplement 1 to
Cooling Water System Test Report dated October 7, 1974." [Attached]
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Figure 1 Simplified Cooling Water System Flow
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AEC Letter to NSP
dated February 27, 1974
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CUNITED

STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

20545

E VICES DEPT
L 0.

February 27, 1974
Docket Nos.

50-282
50-306

Mr. L. 0. Mayer
Director of Nuclear Support Services
Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 53401
Dear Mr. Mayer:
We have reviewed the results of preoperational tests performed
on the diesel generators and the diesel-driven emergency cooling
water pumps in the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant.
The identification of these test reports and our evaluation of
The test results and our
these test results are enclosed.
evaluation of them were discussed in a meeting with you and
other representatives of Northern States Power Company on
The purpose of this letter is to request
February 15, 1974.
addition to that contained in the test
in
information
that
reports be included in the final reports to the Directorate of
Licensing in response to our enclosed evaluation and our discussions
with you on February 15, 1974.
The following additional information should be provided.
A.

Diesel Generator Qualifications Tests
1. Provide an evaluation of the range of voltages expected
at the 4160-volt buses for expected auxi]iary loads
Discuss
applied to the transformers supplying the buses.
levels
voltage
various
that
intervals
time
the relative
will occur at the bus during a typical plant fuel cycle.
We understand from our meeting of February 15, 1974
that most of the time during plant operation these buses
will have a voltage near the nominal voltage (4160 volts)
rather than near the upper limit (4500 volts) as had been
previously understood for our enclosed evaluation.
.2. Provide the rated voltage for the diesel generators
and for motors that operate engineered safety features.
Discuss the potential for damage if this equipment is
operated continually at the maximum or minimum voltages
and frequercies within the expected operating range.
Provide the bases that justify your estimate of potential
damage.

- S.r

itt•.,,

0)279

W4

I
Mr. L.
3.

B.

0. Nay-r

I
-2

Provide the data and evaluation of recent tests of a
diesel generator in which two safety injection pumps
were started simultanecusly with the generator voltage
regulator setpoint at 4160 volts.
We understand from
our February 15, 1974 discussions that the generator
voltage regulator setpoint for the tests referenced
in our enclosed evaluation was 4320 volts and that
Unit I will be operated with the regulator setpoint
near that value until Unit 2 safety injection tests
are run.

Diesel Driven Cooling Water-Pump System Qualification Tests
1.

Include data from other startup tests that have demonstrated
that a safety injection signal will automatically start
the diesel-driven pumps and close valves to divide
the ring header into two headers.
We understand from our
discussions of February 15, 1974 that the safety injection
signal will niot isolate non-essential loads, as described
in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and that the
FSAR will be chan[.ýý to reflect the actual design.

2.

Provide an evaluation of the reduction in non-essential
cooling water flow and the adequacy of the cooling water
flow to diesel generators following a loss of offsite
power with both units operating and assuming a single
failure, based on data obtained during Unit 1 100%
power tests.
We have concluded that the test referenced
in our enclosed evaluation demonstrates that the flow
distribution to the equipment served by the cooling
water system meets that required by the FSAR for Unit 1
operation, based on a review by the Directorate of
Regulatory Operations (RO Inspection Report No. 050-282/73-35).

The final report on diesel generator tests should be submitted
to the Directorate of Licensing by March 15, 1974 in accordance
with Technical Specification 6.7.B.3 Item 7.
The final report
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on diesel driven cooling water pump tests should be submitted
within 3 months after completion of the Unit 1 startup tests
at 100% power operation in accordance with Technical Specifi
cation 6.7.B.3 Item 8.
Sincerely,

Karl Kniel, Chief
Light Water Reactors Branch 2-2
Directorate of Licensing
Enclosure:
As stated
cCrs:
Gerald Charnoff, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
910 17th Street, NW
Washington, D. C.
20006
Ms. Sandra Gardebring
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

1935 W Country Road B2
Roseville,

Minnesota

55113
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PRAIRIE ISLAND UNIT I

Evaluation of Startup Test Results

A.

Diesel Generator Qualification
program consisting of
completed a test
Northern States Power has
safety loads for
loading of all
and complete sequence
in Addendum
twenty start
The results are contained
Concurrent
each onsite diesel generator.
With
to Safeguards
Response."
report "Plant Response
Diesel Generator
A to P27.4.3 test
Emergency
Loading)
(Diesel
the recommendations
Station Blackout
to assure that although
program was performed
are capable
This test
generators
diesel
the
not fulfilled,
of Safety Guide 9 were
functions reliability.
of satisfying their safety
the testing
program indicates that
of the test
and
Our review of the results
voltage
the
not be acceptable because
the FSAR.
in
performed to date may
stated
values
not set at the rated
frequency levels were
diesel generator (DG)
that were recorded for
voltages
state
The steady
between 4216 and 4345
were
2
DG
4699 volts and for
frequency for
were between 4216 and
that the steady state
Likewise, it was indicated
and 58.85 for
volts.
57.7
between
and 60 Hz for DG I and
59
between
was
Run #2
#2
run
results.
ýrequency in the test
No other runs includee
in frequency
DG 2.
increase
and
in frequency to 55.5 H,
on DG 2 indicated a drop
discussion with
In
DG.
the
on
load was placed
be operated
to 63.5 Hz when initial
that these DG's would
indicated
was
it
volts.
the applicant,
4500
and
4400
at voltage levels ba:ween
throughout life
FSAR, are 4160 volts and
DG as indicated in the
the
of
ratings
the same
The design
motors in the plant have
All of the safety related
60 Hz.
design ratings
equipment (DG and loads)
that the design of this
Since we have no assurance
frequency levels
and
the operational voltage
re-run the
have been qualified at
applicant
the
that
we reconurend
by the
indicated by the applicant,
established
ratings
on each DG using the design
the DG and
twenty tests
of
reliability
the
assurance that
manufacturer or provide
levels is e4ual
unusual voltage and frequency
these
at
This
FSAR.
loads operating
the
in
stated
at the rated levels
to that when operating
for our evaluation.
information should be provided
B.

_,1ater Pump
Diesel-Driven Cooling

Sytem Qualification

-he results
cooling water system tests.
Northern States has completed
Generating Plant
in "Prairie Island Nuclear
The
of which are contained
Uater System."
Cooling
Procedure Number 16,
would
system
Unit 1, Operating Tes;t
cooling water
was to confirm that the
purpose of this test
in the FSAR system
indicated
components
the
to
supply cooling water
system control, interlock
the
verify
to
and
description and flow diagrams,
and alarm functions.
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of this test that
our review of the results
We have determined from
safety evaluation
the
on Pages 9-8 and 9 of
the design as identified
following:
the
to
with regard
report, has not been confirmed
pumps by a
diesel-driven cooling
Automatic starL of the
a)
safety injection signal.
headers and
the ring header into two
dividing
signal.
Automatically
b)
loads on a safety injection
isolating non-essential
non-essential
cooling water flow in
c) Automatically reducing
header.
discharge
the
in
systems from low pressure
the instrumentation and
all other aspects of
We have concluded that
with the design requirements
performed in accordance
equipment
diesel driven
electrical
we determined that the
We have
failure.
without
during this test. Additionally,
completed
successfully
each
tests
start
through
water
pumps 300
of the rate of flow of
adequacy
the
reviewed
not
of responsibility.
is outside our scope
equipment since this
be included in other
above deficiencies will
for our
provided
We understand that the
be
test results shoul.d
the
and
programs
test
evaluation.
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Reference 3
AEC Letter to NSP
dated April 25, 1974
"February 15, 1974 Meeting with Northern States Power (NSP) Regarding Prairie Island
Nuclear Generating Plant, Startup Tests"
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Karl Kniel, Chief, Light Water Reactors Branch 2-2, L
FEBRUARY 15, 1974 MEETING WITH NORTHERN STATES POWER
(NSP)
REGARDING PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT,

L TAYLOR
" v oT H

"CAR.

STARTUP TESTS

Summary
RepresentaLives of Licensing and Regulatory Operations Regi;," III
met
with the licensee at the plant to discuss results of Unit 1 preopera
tional tests
of the diesel generators and cooling water system and to
discuss proposed tests of the diesel generator& for two-unit operation.
A list
of attendees is enclosed.
The licensee presented information re garding the performance of the
diesel generator tests at higher than rated voltage in response to
concerns expressed in the staff's
evaluation of the tests.
Calcula
tions of the adequacy of cooling water for diesel generators, based
on the preoperational tests was also presented.
The staff
said that a letter
would be sent transmitting the staff's
evaluation of these tests and requesting that the information
presented by the licensee be included in the test reports.
(See
February 27, 1974 letter
to NSP).
The licensee presented outlines of tests to be performed to demonstrate
that the diesel generators can accommodate loads required for a LOCA
in one unit and a spurious safety injection signal in the other unit.
The staff
said that such tests would not be expected to meet regula
tory positions of Safety Guide 9, and that they would be acceptable
if the diesel generators started and supplied the required loads..
These tests are expected to be reported to Licensing 3 months before
initial
criticality
of Unit 2.
Discussion
The diesel generator qualification tests required 20 starts
with
sequential loading of engineered safety features for each diesel
generator.
In its
evaluatloai of these tests, the Licensing staff
had
noted that the recorded steady state voltage and frequencies varied
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over an unusually wide range and that test
voltages were higher than
design rating for the equipment (4160 volts).
The licensee described the expected operational range of voltages at
the emergency bus for anticipated loads in the plant.
For the no-load
condition the voltage is about 4300 volts at the bus.
As load is
applied, the voltage drops until it reaches about 3900 volts in the
fully loaded condition.
The diesel generators have their voltage
regulators set to match the no-load condition of the bus for transfer
of the load from the diesel generator to the offsite emergency bus.
During most of the time the plant is operating, the voltages at the
bus bar are expected to be near the nominal voltage of 4160 volts
rather than near the upper limit of the code allowable voltage range.
The licensee discussed potential damage to equipment, particularly
motors of engineered safety features, due to operation at higher-than
design voltage ratings.
No damage to insulation is expected, since
the expected voltages for continuous operation of motors is within
code allowable voltage variations and the motors have been built
in
accordance with these standards (National Electric Manufacturers
Association, MG-i).
The licensee stated that the wide variation in steady state voltage
and frequencies listed in the test
report was due to the recording
of voltages before they had been damped to steady state values and
due to the use of an inaccurate conversion factor for determining
frequencies from chart traces.
The inaccuracies will be corrected in
the test report, to be submitted by March 15, 1974.
(Report filed
March 25, 1974 "Diesel Generator and Diesel Driven Pump Reliability
Tests and Diesel Tests for Two Unit Operation.")
The Regulatory Operations staff recommended and licensee agreed that
since diesel generator reliability
had been demonstrated only with
a voltage regulator setpoint at the upper end of the expected range
(4320 volts), Unit 1 should be operated using this setpoint.
In order
to permit flexibility
during long term plant operatin, the safety
injection tests for Unit 2 should be run using a diesel generator
voltage regulator setpoint near 4160 volts.
A special test has been
run in which two safety injection pumps have successfully started
simultaneously with one diesel generator having a regulator setpoint
of 4160 volts so that no difficulty in demonstrating this capability
is anticipated.
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Unit 1 Cooling Water System Tests
ia Test
The preoperational tests reviewed by the Licensing staff
Procedure No. 16 did not include tests of the actuation circuitry.
These tests were included in another report, Test No. 27.42 which had
been reviewed by Regulatory Operations but had not been reviewed by
Tests of the actuation circuitry will be included in the
Licensing.
report to be submitted to Licensing.
of one diesel driven cooling water pump to supply adequate
The ability
cooling water to the diesel generators and to other engineered safety
Calcula
features following a loss of offsite power was discussed.
tions based on cooling water flow distribution measurements performed
indicate that adequate water may be
during preoperational tests
provided even if flow to non--essential equipment is not reduced as
runout condition
However, the pump would operate near its
designed.
and the licensee does not want to test for this condition.
The design provides for flow control valves to reduce flow to non
essential heat exchangers (such as to the main steam turbine) as
During Unit I startup tests at 100% power
plant load is reduced.
actual cooling water requirements will be measured and the rate of
will be
closure of these flow control valves following a turbine trip
Calculations will be made, based on these measurements to
measured.
demonstrate the adequacy of cooling water for the diesel generators
and other engineered safety features of both units assuming only one
cooling water pump is available.

L. L. Kintner, Project Manager
Light Water Reactors Branch 2-2
Directorate of Licensing
Enclosure:
Attendees List
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ATTENDANCE
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C.- F. Miller
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L. Mayer
J. W. Rhodes
A. M. Kuroyama
L. L. Taylor
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Reference 4
NSP Letter to AEC
dated October 7, 1974
"Submittal of Results of Cooling Water System Tests"
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Mr. J F O'Leary, Director
Directorate of Licensing
Office of Regulation
U S Atomic Energy Commission
20545
Washington, DC

Dear Mr.
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O'Leary:
PLANT
PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR GENERATING
DPR-42
No.
License
Docket No. 50-282
Water System Tests
Submittal of Results of Cooling

report, "Cooling Water System
copies of the test
Attached you will find 40
in accordance with
submitted
is
This report
8).
Tests - October 7, 1974".
6.7.B.3 (Table TS.6.7-I, Item
Prairie Island Technical Specification
Yours very truly,

L 0 Mayer, PE
Services
Director of Nuclear Support

LOMiDMM/kn

cc:

J G Keppler
G Charnoff
Agency
Minnesota Pollution Control
Attn. E A Pryzina

Attachment
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant
Docket No.s 50-282 & 50-306
License No. DPR-42

Cooling Water System Tests

Date:

October 7,

1974
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

I

The purpose of this report is to present in evaluation of the testing conducted
at the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant to demonstrate the ability of the
Cooling Water System to supply the diesel generators in the event of a loss of
This testing satisfies thle require
all offsite power during two unit operation.
Island Technical Specifications,
Prairie
the
of
8)
(Item
TS.6.7-I
Table
ments of
Section 9.6 (p.9.6-13a) of the Prairie 'Island Final Safety Analysis Report, and
Section 9.3.3 (p. 9-9) of the Prairie Island AEC Safety Evaluation Report.
In the event of loss of all off-site power and subsequent trip of both units, the
emergency diesel cooling water pumps will start and supply all Cooling Water
If one diesel cooling water pump fails to start, the remaining
System loads.
In tile
diesel cooling water pump must supply all cooling water demands.
ring
System
Water
Cooling
the
presence of a Safety Injection (SI) signal,
header is automatically split into two parts, thereby reducing the requirements
Normally, however, an SI signal will not be
on a single diesel driven pump.
present and the demands on a single pump could potentially reduce Cooling Water
System header pressure below that needed to adequately cool the diesel generators
at full load. We have conducted an analysis of this event and conclude that the
hydraulic characteristics of the Cooling Water System, the conservative sizing
of the diesel generator cooling system, and the automatic reduction in maiu generator
hydrogen cooler flow that occurs will guarantee sufficient cooling water supplies
to the diesel generators with no operator action required.
1.2

Description of the Cooling Water System

The Cooling Water System (Figure 1) is a safeguard system consisting of 5
pumps (2 horizontal and 3 vertical) feeding a ring header which is shared by
This header can be isolated automatically or manually to provide
Units 1 and 2.
two redundant supplies.
The design requirements satisfied by the system are:
a.

Each supply header is designed to supply the needs of all required
This is accompanied by automatic
safeguards services for both units.
isolation of the supply headers such that half the safeguards services
for both units come off supply header A and the other half come off
supply header B.

b.

The system will operate continuously at the record low river level
because the inlet canal and cooling water pump suctions are below
this level.

c.

The system is protected against the maximum hypothetical
flood.

d.

The system is capabic of tolerating the failure of a single active
component without impairing its ability to function as the plant heat
sink.

e.

The system is capable of tolerating a single passive failure in the
long term operating conditi.n following an accident.

0'704
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f.

Any one of the pumps is capable of satisfying the post-accident
cooling requirements of one unit and the hot standby requirements
of the other unit.

g.

The cvstem is designed so that the safeguards pumps have two separate
sources of river water supply assuring that water will always be
available to these pumps.
The normal source of water is supplied to
the cooling water pumps via an open cut channel to the Screenhouse.
The backup source of water is supplied to the vertical
motor and diesel
driven cooling water pumps via a 36" underground line from the river
to the emergency bay.
This will ensure a supply of water in the
event of an earthquake, which could block the normal source of water
(open cut channel), or a failure of Lock & Dam No. 3.

h.

The system is capable of operating with a loss of all
off-site
power.
Two of the vertical cooling water pumps are diesel driven and
are started by air.

i.

At least one emergency bay traveling screen is operable during an
accident or loss of normal power.
Each screen is powered from
a separate safeguards bus in case one of the diesel generators fails
to start.

j.

The system pressure in the component cooling heat exchangers is such
that in case of leakage in the tubes, the flow will be from the cooling
water system to the component cooling water system.

The normal water supply for the system is from an open cut intake canal to the
Screenhouse.
From the canal, the water passes through trash racks, traveling
screens, and into the screen wells.
Two horizontal motor driven cooling water
pumps take suction from the screen wells and discharge into a common discharge
header.
Three vertical cooling water pumps (I motor driven, and 2 diesel
driven) take suction from the emergency pump bay and also discharge into the
common discharge header.
The emergency bay is supplied through 2 normally
open bay gates from the screen wells and a 36" underground line from the river.
If a seismic event blocks the circulating water intake canal, the bay gates
are manually closed and the emergency pump bay is supplied by the 36" pipe only.
The water supplied from the 36" pipe passes through the emergency pump bay
traveling screens.
As illustrated
in Figure 1, the system is provided with
4 motor operated isolation valves which can divide the header and pumps so that the
two supply headers are isolated.
Eachy supply header has 2 strainers arranged in
parallel.
The supply headers are joined by 2 normally closed motor operated
isolation valves downstream of the strainers to form the ring header.
Cooling water supply for both units branches out of the supply headers and serves
the following nonsafeguards equipment:
Condensate pump oil
coolers
Heater drain pump oil
coolers
Generator bus duct coolers
Heating system boiler feed pumps
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Makeup demineralizer degas vacuum pumps
Hydrogen seal oil unit cooler
Generator hydrogen coolers
Generator exciter coolers
Turbine oil reservoir cooler
Feedwater pump oil coolers
Turbine HP fluid reservoir oil coolers
Circ-lating water pump seals
Pump priming exhauster
Various equipment heat removal coolers
Backup Screenhouse fire protection
Station air compressor and aftercooler system
Backup diesel generator fire protection
Chlorine System
The following safeguards equipment is provided with a cooling water supply.
from eac:h of the supply headers.
Check valves in each supply line prevent
a reverse flow of water in the event of a loss of water to one supply header:
Diesel generators
Filtered Water System
Supply header A serves the following safeguards equipment:
#11 and #21 Component Cooling Heat Exchangers
#11,.#13, #21 and #23 Containment Fan Coil Units
#121 Control Room Chiller
#11 and #21 Auxiliary Feed Pumps
#11 Steam Generator Blowdown Heat Exchanger and Radiation Monitor
Cooler
#121 Traveling Screens
.#12 Cooling Water Pump Jacket Cooler and Pump Gear Oil Cooler
Supply header B serves the following safeguards equipment:
#12
#12,
#122
#12
#21

and #22 Component Cooling Heat Exchangers
#14, #22, and #24 containment Fan Coil Units
Control Room Chiller
and #22 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Steam Generator Blowdown Heat Exchanger and Radiation Monitor

Cooler

#122 Traveling Screen
#22 Cooling Water Pump Jacket Cooler and Pump Gear Oil Cooler
Backup auxiliary feedwater pumps fire protection
Cooling water discharged from all safeguards and nonsafeguards equipment
supplied from header A flows into the Unit I circulating water outlet line
via the Unit I cooling water discharge header.
Cooling water discharged from
all safeguards and nonsafeguards equipment supplied from header B flows into
the Unit 2 circulating water outlet line via the Unit 2 cooling water discharge
header.
These discharge headers are joined through 2 normally closed motor
operated valves with an emergency dump to grade between the valves.
Each
header is provided with a standpipe with overflow to the ground outside each
turbine building.
The standpipe outlet discharges to the circulating water
discharge piping.
The discharged water will normally be recycled through the
cooling towers via the cooling tower pumps, and back to the intake canal.
Makeup water to the intake canal will be withdrawn from the river under the
Supply to the auxiliary feed pumps, safeguards traveling screens,
barrier wall.
3
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circulating water pump seal, and filtered water supplies are not for cooling

water purposes and do not have return lines.

The emergency bay, vertical cooling water pumps,
emergency traveling screens,
and cooling water strainers are all
housed in the Class I section of the
Screenhouse.
2.0

Cooling Water System Tests

2.1

Purpose

The purpose of this
testing was to obtain sufficient data to evaluate
the
adequacy of cooling water flow to the emergency diesel
generators under the.
following circumstances:
a.

Loss of all
off-site
power followed immediately by reactor and
turbine trips
in both units.

b.

Failure to

c.

No SI signal

d.

No operator action taken to reduce Cooling Water
System flow to
non-essential components.

e.

Both diesel generators fully loaded (several times
expected

2.2

start

of one diesel driven cooling water pump.

to split

the Cooling Water System ring header.

loading).

Conduct of the Tests

The testing was conducted in two segments.
The first
segment consisted of measuring
Unit 1 Cooling Water System flows as a function of
time following a plant trip
from
100% reactor power.
This data was collected in conjunction with the Generator
Trip
from Full Power Test (Unit 1 Phase III
Test PO 13).
It was used to conservatively
estimate the two unit system head characteristic curve
following the trip
of both
units.
The second segment consisted of a determination of
the minimum Cooling Water
System header pressure required to supply adequate
cooling water to a fully loaded
diesel generator.
This testing was conducted as an adjunct to a weekly
diesel
generator surveillance test (SP 1093).
2.2.1

Determination of Cooling Water

Requirements Following a Plant Trip

On July 26, 1974 data was recorded in conjunction
with Unit 1 Phase III
Test PO 13
to determine cooling water requirements at 100% power
and immediately after
a plant
trip
from one unit operation.
The primary objective was measurement of closure time
of
No. 11/12 Hydrogen Cooler Outlet Control Valve (CV-31360),
which is the only automatic
temperature control of any size in the turbine building
cooling water system.
Prior to the trip,
Unit 1 was operating at 100% reactor power (463 MWe).
In
preparation for the test,
a recorder was connected to Loop A and B cooling water
header flow and pressure transmitters (FT-23066,
FT-26067, PT-21005 and PT-21006)
to note trends in cooling water demand.
In addition, data was recorded from local
indicators throughout the plant.
The closure of CV-31360 was timed (stopwatch)
from the time of trip
signal until
the valve closed.
The parameters recorded prior
to the trip were recorded following the trip.
Pertinent data is included in
Table 4. The data is consistent with FSAR predictions of Cooling Water System
requirements (Table 3).
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Data taken during the trip
test related to reduction
in flow through the
hydrogen cooler was confirmed
in additional testing performed
June 27, 1974 at which
the morning of
time cooling water flow
requirements were stabilized
(Unit I shutdown, no flow
thru hydrogen coolers) at
manually opened (Controller in manual)
8500 gpm.
CV-31360 was then
to the position of the valve
prior to the
trip (position had been
marked on valve body).
With the valve in essentially
the same position, the
3.5 psig pressure differential
duplicated, although at
across the coolers was
a someiwhat higher inlet
pressure.
increase in cooling water
This resulted in an
flow to 10,700 gpm. This
confirmed the 2200-2300
gpm reduction in hydrogen
cooler flow measured during
the test.
2.2.2 DieselGenerator
Operability Test with
Reduced Cooling Water Supply
Pressure
On September 30, 1974
a special test was conducted
water supply pressure
to determine how far cooling
to a fully loaded diesel
generator can be permitted
The test was conducted
to fall.
in the following manner:
1. D-1 diesel generator
was run fully loaded at
normal cooling
water supply pressure for
½-hour.
2.
Cooling water supply pressure
was reduced in 5-pai increments
throttling supply valve
by
CW-62-l.
At each incremental reduction,
the engine and generator
temperatures were permitted
to stabilize
and were recorded.
3.

When an alarm or limiting
minimum permissible supply temperature was encountered the
pressure was determined,
Cooling
water flow was returned
to normal.

Data from this test is

stuomarized in Table 5.

2.3

Analysis and Results
Adequacy of the cooling
water system for supplying
loss of offsite power and
the
failure of one diesel driven diesel generators following
pump during two unit operation
will be demonstrated in
the following manner:
1. The cooling water flow
measurements taken during
Test PO 13 will
to conservatively extrapolate
the two unit system head-capacity be used
This curve is then used
curve.
in conjunction with the
diesel pump performance
culve to determine the
operating point following
points will be considered
the event.
Two operating
- the most limiting condition
immediately after
trip of both units (t=0)
and the condition when
hydrogen cooler flow has
been automatically reduced
to zero (t=9.5 min.).
2.
The operating points determined
in (1) will be used to
pressure available at the
determine supply
diesel generators.
These pressures will be
compared to the minimum
pressure required to adequately
loaded diesel generator
cool a fully
determined by actual test.
for pipe aging, worst case
Correction factors
temperatures, and diesel
applied to demonstrate
pump wear will be
that the cooling requirements
will be satisfied
under all conditions.
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Two Unit System Characteristic

Power
Following Loss of Offsite

T'able 4,
From the data presented in
assumptions:
the
using
determined
I.

2.

3.

curve is
the two unit head capacity

of both units (t=0)
irnediately after trip
Cooling water requirement
1 at 100% reactor
Unit
for
flow measured
total
is equal to twice the
flow).
cooler
hydrogen
KVA
generator
power (corrected for rated
This elevation is
elevation is 674.5 ft.
Circulating water intake
No. 3.
maintained by Lock and Dam
Other important

elevations:
Vertical pumps
tap
Supply header instrument
coolers
Inlet to diesel
Discharge Standpipe

654.5'
701'
699'
701'

water requirement
4, the two unit cooling
Using the data from Table
at t=0 becomes:
for rated generator KVA
= 10200+2300(659/467)2
Q(gpm @ 93 psig)

corrected

= 14780
characteristic
conservative two unit system
Based on this point a
is:

at t=O

2

H(ft)

= 26.5 + 2-46xlO-7Q(gpm)

flow to the hydrogen
all
at t=9.5 minutes when
in
The cooling water requirement be conservatively estimated fromthe data
off can
shut
been
has
coolers
Table 4 as:
Q(gpm @ 105 psig) = 10200
a conservative
Based on this point
9.5 minutes is:
H(ft)

two unit system characteristic

at t=

7
Q(gpm)2
= 26.5 + 5"82x10-

in conjunction with
min) system characteristics
.(t9.5
points
and
f(t=0)
plotting
yields the pump operating
performance curve
in this
pump
used
is
driven
2)
diesel
(Figure
the
12
curve for pump No.
pump No. 22
The vendor's performance
less efficient than
slightly
be
to
determined
was
it
since
plot
(Figure 4) become:
The operating points
(Figure 3).
Pump
Flow
Header Pres
Pump Head
Time(min)
BHP
a
_•psig)
__Psi__•1000
20700
44.8
56.3
0
930
17100
72.9
84.4
9.5

6

f 09

I

I

of both units,
loss of offsite power and trip
Therefore, immediately after
pump available.
driven
diesel
one
with
to 45 psig
9.5 minutes
header pressure will fall
the
over
build up to 73 psig
based
are
Header pressure will gradually
results
These
valve closure.
0
supply
water
it takes for hydrogen control
however, as well as 86 F cooling
on new pumps and clean pipe,
temperature.
under worst
the system operating points
To conservatively determine
assumptions are made:
case conditions, the following
internal
a. Pump wear results in 107. additional
of
estimate
conservative
a
is
This
leakage.
performance
the maximum degradation in
Pump
expected between pump overhauls.
at
10%
reduced
effectively
capacity is
curve.
each point along the performance
b.

(95 0 F) results
Maximum cooling water temperature
water requirements0 at
in 107. additional cooling
determined for 86 F.
values
the
full load over

redrawn in Figure
and system load curves are
The pump performance curve
become:
points
The operating
5 for these worst case conditions.
Time(min)
0
9.5

Pump Head
(psig)
44.6
70.0

Header Pres
(psig)
33.1
58.5

Flow
_(gpm)
19800
17100

Pump
BHP
1000
950

supply pipe
pressure drops in the diesel
Taking into account estimated
in a
differences, this results
and fittings and static pressure
conditions
case
worst
the diesel coolers under
pressure at the inlet to
of:
Time(min)

Pressure at Inlet to
Diesel Coolers (psig)

0

24.3

9.5

42.6

Pressure Requirements
Diesel Cooling Water Supply
reduced to as
water supply pressure was
cooling
5,
Table
in
shown
generators
As
load testing of the diesel
low as 10 psig during full
attempt was made to further
No
condition.
without reaching a limiting
data that at 10
but it is clear from the
the bottom of
reduce the supply pressure,
near
temperatures were still
very conservatively
are
psig, lube oil and coolant
exchangers
The diesel heat
their controlled bands.
specifications
consistent with the original
drop
pressure
rated. This result is also
a
which
in
6, 7, and 8)
temperature
for the diesel coolers (Tables
0
supply
water
cooling
F
at 95
of 7.4 psi across the coolers
provides full design flow.

Comparison with Measured

G-410

7

I
however, for clean pipes and
The data in Table 5 is only applicable,
As the system
and 45°F air temperature.
coolers 550F supply temperature,
The minimum
rise.
will
pressure
supply
ages, t&e minimum required
cooling water supply and air temperatures
supply pressure also increases as
for worst case conditions of
The required supply pressure
be
increase.
temperature, and air temperature can
system aging, cooling water supply
assumptions:
following
the
conservatively estimated based on
Aging factor of 1.1
than as-tested).
(friction factors are 10% greater
0
ambient air temperatures
b. 95 F cooling waterand 100OF
cooler flow rate.
result in 10% increase in required
required minimum supply pressure
Based on these assumptions, the
at the inlet to the coolers becomes:
a.

P(worst case) L (1.1)(1.1)2
g-

P(test conditions)

13.3 psig

inlet to the diesel coolers at all
This pressure is available at the
and
following the loss of offsite power
times under worst case conditions
to start.
failure of one diesel driven pump

3.0

Conclusions

power and subsequent trip of both
In the event of loss of offsite
water pump has sufficient capacity
units, one diesel driven cooling
to the diesel generators.
water
to supply adequate cooling
that immediately after the two
A conservative analysis has shown
is available at the inlet to the
unit trip, sufficient pressure
cooling at the maximum expected
diesel coolers to provide adequate
wita conservative factors applied
cooling water supply temperature
In
wear and system aging.
to account for diesel driven pump that in less than 10 minutes
demonstrated
addition, tests have
isolated to the main generPtor
cooling water is automatically
additional cooling watcr which
provides
This
hydrogen coolers.
can be made available to the diesels.
Program additional data will be
During the Unit 2 Startup Testing
unit cooling water system
two
available to determine actual
of conservatism used in this
factors
the
of
Because
requirements.
information will
additional
analysis, it is expected that this
the cooling water
of
acceptability
of
margin
further increase the
loss of offaite power.
a
following
system to supply plant requirements
operator
that this analysis assumeS no
Finally, it must be emphasized
components.
water flow to non-essential
initiated reduction of cooling
routinely initiated in the event
and
rapidly
be
Such action would
power.
of an actual loss of offsite
8
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TABLE 1.

I

I

EME1R.ENCY DIESEL GENERATOIR SPECIFICAkTIONS

Engine
Nameplate Data

Fairbanks Morse, opposed piston
Model 38TD8-1/2
Serial Nos. 38D870057TDSM12
38D870059TDSM12

Cylinders
Horsepower
Displacement
Compression Patio

12

rpm
3600 at 900
3
12,443 in

13.8

Generator
Fairbanks Morse, synchronous generator
Type TGZJ, Frame 956-334

Nameplate Data

Serial Nos.

TABLE 2.

502169R1, 502169R2

3

Phase
Frequency
Power Factor
KVA, rated
KW, rated
Service Factor
Field Volts
Field Amps
Voltage

60 HZ
0.8

3750

3000
1.0

265 VDC

68.5
4160

DIESEL COOLING WATER PUMP SPECIFICATIONS

Engine
Type

Caterpillar D399

Cylinders
Displacement
Horsepower
RPM

16
3928 in
1215

Type

Worthington Type QL
Vertical Double Suction

Nominal Characteristics
Impeller Diameter

13000 GPM, 1180 RPM. 242 Ft head
24-1/8 inches

3

900-1300

(11
tl?
14

I

I

I

TABLE 3.

1"SAR COOLING W,ATEEli 1UEQUI REM1RNS FOR SINGLE;
UNIT OPMRATION
Loss .o[ Offsite
Power with
Heat Load
Slow Cooldown
Normal Operation

A

Component Cooling

4500

4500

Fan Coil Units

900

900

Diesel Generators
(fully loaded)

0

700

Aux Feed Pumps

0

0

Air Compressors

50

50

Control Room Air Cond

320

320

Admin Bldg Air Cond

320

320

Cooling Water Pump Cooling

25

25

Feedwater Pump Oil Coolers

50

50

Circ Water Pump Seals

25

25

Steam Gen Blowdown Heat
Exchanger/PR.diation
Monitor Cooler

150

0

lMiscellaneous Equipment
Ventilation

600

6oo

1470

300

Hydrogen Coolers

4345

0

Hýydrogen Seal Oil
Coolers

150

150

Bus Duct Coolers

50

C

Lxciter Air Coolers

Ino

0

Turbine:
Oil Coolers

TOT-A

1L0W

QECUIKD
13355

*Operator action required in

7940

most cases to reduce cooling water flow

to indicated values.

15

I
TABLE 4.

I

MEASURED COOLING WATER REQUIREM9ENTS AT 100%
POWER VS 0% POWER (UNIT 1 OPERATION ONLY)

Parameter

Before Plant Trip

After Plant Trip(Note 1)

Date

7/26/74

Time

2349

0028

463.5/466,800

0

Total Loop A Flow (GPM)

9500

6000

Loop A Flow to Aux Bldg (GPM)

5000

5100

Loop A Pressure (PSIG)

93

105

Loop A Temperature (OF)

86,0

86.1

Total Loop B Flow (GPM)

3000

3000

Loop B Flow to Aux Bldg (GPM)

28OO

28oo

Loop B Pressure (PSIG)

91

103

Loop B Temperature (OF)

86.9

86.8

Hydrogen Cooler Cooling Water
Inlet Temperature (OF)

95

95

Outlet Temperature (OF)

lo9

102

Inlet Pressure (PSIG)

79.5

89

Outlet Pressure (PSIG)

76

89

Load (N.-e/KVA)

(Note 3)

Control Valve Closure
Time (min-sec)
Flow (GPM)
Notes:

.7/27/74

(Note 4)

9-35 (Note 2)

0

2300

1. Plant trip at 0004 on 7/27/74.
2. 9 min and 35 seconds for control valve closure as determined by
measured dp across the cooler, valve position indication, and flow noise.
3. Warranted gross output is 560MV-e (659,000 KVA).
Temporary repairn to turbine
limited electrical generation to 4 6 3MPWe for 100% reactor thermal power
output.
4.
3500 GPM reduction includes a 1000 GPM operator initiated reduction
in flow to Turbine Oil Cooler. An estimated 200-300 GPM reduction
also resulted from automatic cutback in flow to Krack Unit Coolers.

16

TABLE 5.

DATA FROM DIESEL GENEPATOR OPERABILIT-f WITH REFDUCIM
TEST
COOLING WATER FDLO.)W
DATA (Note

.

1)

5

49

39

34

29.5

6
25.5

7
20.5

15

4

3

2

8

10

9( Note 5)

Parameter
Cooling Water Pressure

Units
PSIG

71.5i

201

201.5

201.5

291.5

201.5

202

202

01

201.5

201. 5

Lube Oil Temp fm Engine
(Note 2)
Lube Oil Tem• to fLgine
( Note 21

180

180

180

180

180

180

181

18o

18o

OF

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

OF

170

170

Jacket Coolant fm Engine
(Note 3)
Jacket Coolant to Engine
(Note 3)
Air Coolant Temp
(Note 4)
Exhaust Stack Temp
(Note 4)
Cooling Water Temp in

165

164.5

164

164

164.5

165

165

1664

OF

164
98

98

98

98

98

98

98

96

100

OF

750

750

750

750

750

750

750

750

750

OR

56

56

56

56

56

55.3

55.3

55

55

OF

65.5

67.5

68.3

69

70.8

72.8

79.8

91

OF

65

99.5

100

100

99.-5

99.5

100

101

101

99.5

Cooling Water Temp Out
Cooling Water Header
Pressure

PSIG

Air to Engine Temp

OF

45

Notes:

with cW-62-1 fully
1. Data point No. 1 taken after 1-hour running time at 2750 KW and 1925 KVAR
change.
pressure
following
min
10-15
taken
points
data
Other
open.
0
2. Temperature controller maintains oil leaving engine between 195-215 F.
3.

170-185 0 F.
Temperature controller maintains coolant leaving engine between

4.

lO0F.
Temperature controller begins to open port to heat exchanger at

5.

10 PSIG. No limiting engine
There was no attempt to test at supply pressures below
low cooling water
than
other
received
were
alarms
No
condition was reached.
flow.

MtuII~z

I

1:
McQUAY-PERFEX

INC.

BERLIN FABRICATION PLANT

HEAT

21
:1

EXCHANGER

1
2

CUSTOMER

CM.

A

ADDRESS

701 LAWTON AIEB

SHEET
DATE

FAIRBANKS-_MO_R.S_E,. INC.

RIES -

_J.•

SPECIFICATION

ISCON_

_FJ1 ..

N

AIR COOLER HEAT EXCHANGER
TYPE
WHX-1492-1 11.0-150-150
2
2.5_
SHELLS/UNIT
GROSS SURFACE FT /UNIT

ITEM NO.

SERVICE OF UNIT

(HOR)

SIZE

FT

2

295

/SHELL

OF OHE UNIT

SHELL

TOTAL FLUID ENTERING -/HR.

GROSS SURFACE

TUBE SIDE

SIDE

R0O._LER WATER

•__

CONNECTEDIN

0(-,;=

4

PERFORMANCE

I

__,ýc
_-I

S0-O0/-UiS

CUSTOMER NO

Pl ANT I OrATION

FLUID CIRCULATED

AC[

,_I97g_
APRIL
9 _•
O..00-.03•Oj

INOUIRY N

I

COOLING WATER

__

VAPOR

.I,

_ _40_

GP

LIQUID

9.00

_

STEAM

NON-CONDENSABL ES
FLUID VAPORIZED OR CONDENSED
_

J_

STEAM CONDENSED
GRAVITY-LIQUID

VISCOSITY-LIQUID

CPS

OFj

CPS@

F

VISCOSITY-LIOUID

CPS9

OF'

CPS p

'F

MOLECULAR WEIGHT-VAPORS
B.T.U./LB,

SPECIFIC HEAT-LIQUIDS
LATENT HEAT-VAPORS
TEMPERATURE

B.T.U./LB/

F

IN

1

1

9

95
101.2

OF

120

OF

I__

2 7
4

VELOCITY
PRESSURE DROP

HEAT EXCHANGED-B.r.U./HR.
TRANSFER RATE-SERVICE

TABLE 6.

F
PSIG

NUMBER OF PASSES PER SHELL_

FOULING RESISTANCE

oF
_

PSIG

OPERATING PRESSURE

I

FT

5.7

"°SEC.

FT.,'S EC.

psi

PS
2.t

0fl15

2.769OO0
343

M.T.D. (CORRECTED)
EFF. SbRFACE..'FT

2

/UNIT

".

28.7

282

DIESEL AIR COOLER DESIGN DATA

AL¢..,I

18

F

B.T.U./LB,'*F

B.T.U./LB/*F

.

TEMPERATURE OUT

I

0

Err

!

DIVISION
NMcQUAY-PERFEX

INC.
BERLIN FABRICATION PLANT
HEAT

SCUSTOMER_
3

4

-I

SPECIFICATION

ADDRESS

•

PLANT LOCATIONNO

.•..

2

.---/UNIT

OR)
SHELLS/UNITCE

B
PERFORMANCE

SHELL

I

13

16

GRAVITY-LIOUID
VISCOSITY-LIQUI

21
22

SPECIFIC HEAT-LIOUIDS

23

LATENT HEAT-VAPORS

24
25

TEMPERATURE

26

SIDE

Q.NDE.NSE D

VISCOSI TY-LrOUID
MOLECULAR WEIrHT-VAPORS

27

GROSSLS/
SUR FACE FT

NON-CONDENSABLES
rFLUID VAPORIZED OR CONDSENSED
S TEA,•

20

1
OF ONE UNIT

STEAAM

Is

IN

TEMPERATURE OUT
OPERATING PRESSURE

28

NUMER OF 'PASSES PER SHELL
VELOCITY

29

PRESSURE DROP

31

HEAT EXCHANGED-B.T.U.,'HR.

FOULING RESISTANCE

TABLE 7.

4=/I2J
El

AGO

_o

.ACL_
.

.

ITEM NO.
CONNECTED IN

LIQUID

17
19

2

TOTAL FLUID ENTERING '/NR.
VA POR

14
15

__R

D

1- 8-.i,:xj
CUSTOMERHNO 00-1089
_S
-O__z•
--I
ITMO

LUBE OIL COOLER

S~

WHX-42-I

,,

•

- -N,•._
24-_9•.
.

•

SIZE

GROSS SURFACE FT

0L

T

A

IL

SHEET

-- F--ALRBA.K-.ORESEL&_C_,

5SERVICE OF UNIT
7

EXCHANGER

DIESEL LUBE OIL COOLER DESIGN DATA

(.: r :
19

2/S-E L

•

_

.

ACDJ#l

I
McQUAY-PERFEX

~~

~BERLIN

HEAT
CUSTOMER
ADDRESS

INC.

FABRICATION

PLANT

EXCHANGER

SPECIFICATION

PLANT LOCATION

SIZE

W

.ACKYET

WJATFR

14O.

2

/UNIT

FXrHAAr!FR

o

Q. -J_
SO.--O__US

X'

PERFORMANCE

GROSS SURFACE FT

2

/SHELL

i

16h

I

I

OF ONE UNIT

SHELL SIDE

JACKEfl__ijATFRJ

TOTAL FLUID ENTERING -,'HR.

I

,X CONNECTED IN

I

SHELLS/UNIT

FLUID CIRCULATED

X_:

ITEM, NO.
(HOR)

TYPE

1-6

ACD

iARCH24,__7O

CUSTOMER N.

I265-ZC:ýj77UQjjI5-3Oi5

GROSS SURFACE FTr

DATE

A,

C 5/1t,

SHEET

COLT INDUSTRIES- - FA.A!RBANKSM.ORSE., INC.
701 LAX,'TON AVENUE,_BELOIT ,W1SCOSIN_
__INDUIRY

SERVICE OF UNIT

B 41

=

TUBE SIDE

. I

...

A.fCl IU ",ATPR

ERnH IIP.F nf-i
FrR

__COn|

VAPOR

GPM

LIQUID

800

..

_00

]_

ST EAM
NON-CONDENSA8LES
FLUID VAPORIZED OR CONDENSED

_

STEAM CONDENSED
GRAVIT Y-LIQUID0
VISCOSITY-LIQUID

CPS F

VISCOSITY-LIQUID

CPS p

*F
0

F

CPS _

-F

CPS p

°Ft

MOLECULAR WEIGHT-VAPORS
0

SPECIF:C HEAT-LIQUIDS

B.T.U./LB/OF

B.T.U./LB/

LA. TENT HEAT-VAPORS

B.T.U./L8B/-F

B.T.U.ILE!/'F

TEMPERATURE

1 85

IN

O176.2
F

OPERATING PRESSURE

PSIG

NUMBER OF PASSES PER SHELL

4-6

PRESSURE DROP

52

FOULING RESISTANCE

-002

3,5.20000

OF
PSIG

7.

FT/.SEC.
PSI
"

PSI

_______" __, __

EFF. SIJRFACE Ft
RAUNIT
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AEC Letter to NSP
dated October 30, 1974
"Safety Evaluation of Startup Test Result for Diesel Generators and Cooling Water
Systems, Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2"
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Docket No.

20545

October 30,

50-282

1974

Mr. L. 0. Mayer
Director of Nuclear Support Services
Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
Dear Mr. Mayer:
We have completed our review of the startup test reports submitted
by your letters of March 15, 1974; July 1, 1974; and October 7, 1974,
to demonstrate the reliability and adequacy of the onsite emergency
power system for Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant Units 1 and 2.
The onsite emergency power system includes two diesel generators and
two diesel cooling water pumps that are shared between the two units.
Our evaluation is enclosed.
On the basis of our review,
power system is acceptable
in the enclosed evaluation
of Technical Specification
10.

we have concluded that the onsite emergency
The reports identified
for two unit operation.
satisfy the special reporting requirements
6.7.B.3, Table 6.7-1, Items 7, 8, and
Sincerely,

Karl Kniel, Chief
Light Water Reactors Branch 2-2
Directorate of Licensing
Enclosure:
Safety Evaluation
cc:
Gerald Charnoff, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
910 17th Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20006
Mr. Steve J. Gadler, P.E.
2120 Carter Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108
Sandra S. Gardebring, Esq.
Counsel for Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
1935 W. County Road B2
Roseville, Minnesota 55113

UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545

SAFETY EVALUATION OF STARTUP TEST RESULTS FOR DIESEL GENERATORS AND COOLING
WATER SYSTEMS, PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
INTRODUCTION
In its Safety Evaluation Report for the Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant, the Regulatory staff concluded that the onsite emergency
power system was acceptable subject to confirmation that adequate provisions
be made for

sharing the onsite power system between the two units and subject

to the successful completion of qualification testing of the onsite power
1
systems

.

(References are listed at the end of this evaluation).

The onsite emergency power system includes four diesel engines.
Emergency ac power is supplied to engineered safety features by two diesel
generators,

each rated at 2750 kW for -continuous operation.

cooling water for engineered safety features,

including the diesel-generators,

is supplied by two diesel-driven cooling water pumps,
gpm at 242 feet head.

Emergency

each rated at 13,000

The.Regulatory staff requires that these systems

be capable of automatically supplying adequate power and cooling water for
the engineered safety features required to mitigate design basis accidents,
including the loss of coolant accident (LOCA),
occurrences,

including loss of offsite power,

and anticipated operational
assuming a single failure

after the accident or occurrence.
Tests and analyses of the onsite emergency power system were performed
by NSP and reported to the Regulatory staff in accordance with Technical

n

-2Specifications.

2

These tests were:

(1)

Diesel generator and diesel pump qualification tests,

(2)

Tests of diesel generators for two unit operation,

(3)

Cooling water system tests.

6

4

and

7

Evaluation
The Regulatory staff reviewed the test reports of the onsite emergency
power system identified above.

In addition, the licensing staff met with

the NSP operations personnel at the plant site on February 15, 1974,

to

discuss the staff's review of Unit 1 preoperational tests and additional
tests to be performed.
1.

3

Diesel Generator and Diesel Pump Qualification Tests
The required diesel generator qualification tests included 150 test
starts of each diesel generator - 50 testi-starts followed by the starting
of simulated full load, 80 test starts after installation, including
8 in which the diesel generator was loaded to 2700 kW for 15 minutes;
and 20 integral system tests in which engineered safety features
1
were started in proper sequence by a simulated safety injection signal .

During the preoperational tests for Unit 1,4 the 150 tests were success
fully completed for each diesel generator with no failures to start.
*However, the 20 integral system tests were run with the generator voltage
regulator set at 4300 volts to match the no-load emergency bus voltage
existing at that time.

fully operational,

During most of the time when the plant is

the bus will be near the nominal 4160 volts.

-3-

At the staff's

request

3

integral system tests were run at 4160 volts

*during the Unit 2 preoperational tests to demonstrate that engineered
safety feature loads would be started with the lower voltage setting.
The startup test inspector in

the Directorate of Regulatory Operations

has verified that these additional tests were successfully completed.

The required diesel pump qualification tests included 150 test starts
of each diesel pumpl.
start

4
During the Unit I preoperational tests , 300

tests for the two diesel pumps were successfully completed

without a failure to start.

Based on its review of these preoperational tests, the Regulatory
staff concluded that the tests adequately demonstrated the starting
reliability of the diesel generators and diesel pumps and the adequacy
of cooling water flow for Unit 1 operation.

The adequacy of tests for

two-unit operation are evaluated in paragraphs 2 and 3 below.
2.

Tests of Diesel Generators for Two Unit Operation
The staff's SER required that prior to two unit operation, anx.
analysis be performed to provide assurance that a false accident
signal in one unit followed by an accident in the other unit and a
loss of offsite power would not result from anticipated plant transients,
since such an occurrence would probably result in

diesel generators.

1,2

Subsequently,

overloading both

the staff concurred with the licensee's

proposal in lieu of an analysis to demonstrate by tests that the

-4
diesel generatcrs have adequate capacity to start the engineered
safety features loads resulting from a false accident signal
in

one unit and a real accident in

the other unit.

Tests

were run4 in which the two largest pumps associated with
each diesel generator (the two 800-horsepower safety
injection pumps) were manually started simultaneously
from the control room.

Based on its

review of these tests,

the staff recommended 5 additional tests in

which the automatic

sequential loading of all engineered safety features was tested
by simulating a false acciden't signal in
simulating a real accident signal in

one unit and simultaneously

the other unit.

were completed during the Unit 2 preoperational tests.

Such tests
6

The Regulatory staff has reviewed the results of these tests
and has concluded that the diesel generators have adequate
capacity to start engineered safety feature loads caused by
a false accident signal in
in
3.

one unit and a real accident signal

the ocher unit.

Cooling Water System Tests
The licensee has completed cooling water system tests and analyses
made to demonstrate that the emergency cooling water flow
automatically provided by a diesel driven pump following a
loss of offsite power is

adequate,

diesel pumps fails to start.

7

assuming one of the two

-5-

During normal two-unit operation two electric-motor-driven
pumps discharge to the cooling water system headers.

Following

loss of offsite power and the subsequent trip of both units with
only one diesel pump starting,

the pressure in

the cooling

water system header will decrease below design pressure until
water flow to equipment that is

not essential has been automatically

reduced by temperature-controlled valves.
temperature-controlled valve is
control valve,

The largest such

the hydrogen cooler outlet

that closes within 10 minutes following loss

of offsite power.

More rapid closure of motor-operated

isolation valves to non-essential equipment following loss of
offsite power can be achieved manually.

However,

the Regulatory

staff does not consider manual actions at such short time
intervals following an accident to be an acceptable means for
mitigation of the accident.

Therefore,

the tests were run to

demonstrate that adequate cooling water to engineered safety
features,

including the diesel generators would be automatically

provided following the loss of offsite power.

The demonstration of adequate cooling water supply for this
occurrence was made by calculating the cooling water system
header pressure, using measured reduction of cooling water flow
to non-essential equipment following a main generator trip

-6-

from full power and using the results of a special test
that determined the minimum cooling water system header pressure
required to adequately cool a fully-loaded diesel generator.

7

The results of the diesel generator tests showed that for the
present condition of the cooler, 10 psig cooling water system
header pressure is
diesel generators.
friction factors,
temperature,

required to provide adequate cooling of the
For an aged cooler, assuming 10% higher
and assuming maximum air and cooling water

the required hedder water pressure is

13.3 psig.

The results of the cooling water system analyses and water flow
reduction tests showed that,

for the present system, a minimum

header water pressure of 45 psig would exist immediately after

loss of power and that it would increase to 73 psig when the
hydrogen cooler valve closed 9.5 minutes following plant trip.
For an aged system, assuming 10% loss of water supply due to
pump wear,

and assuming maximum water temperature,

the minimum

calculated header pressure immediately after loss of power is
24 psig and the calculated pressure after 9.5 minutes is 43 psig.

The Regulatory staff has reviewed the results of these analyses
and tests and concluded that they provide adequate demonstration
that the cooling water system will provide sufficient cooling
water to the diesel generators following a loss of offsite
power assuming a single failure following the accident or occurrence.

-7-

During Unit 2 startup tests additional data will be available
to determine two-unit cooling water system requirements.
The startup test inspector

in

the Directorate of Regulatory

Operations will verify, based on these startup test results and
analyses,

that adequate cooling water will be automatically

provided to plant equipment required for safe plant shutdown
following a loss of offsite power, assuming a single failure
following the occurrence.
Conclusions
Based on its

review of the licensee's tests and analyses,

the

Regulatory staff has concluded:
(1) That the diesel generator and diesel pump qualification
tests have been satisfactorily completed.
(2)

That the diesel generators have adequate capacity to supply
power to engineered safety features started by a false accident
signal in one unit and those started by a simultaneous real
accident (LOCA)

(3)

in the other unit.

That the cooling water system has adequate capacity to
automatically supply the cooling water required for
the diesel generators and other essential equipment following
a loss of offsite power assuming a single failure following
the occurrence.

L. L. Kintner
2r Mah
Bnix
L
ýarrlo iel, Chitf

LWR Branch 2-2
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Division of Reactor Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Dear Mr. Giambusso:
PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT
Docket No. 50-282
License No. DPR-42
50-306
60
Submittal of Supplement No. I to Cooling Water System
Test Report Dated October 7, 1974

Attached you will find 40 copies of a report entitled, "Supplement
No. I to Cooling Water System Test Report dated October 7, 1974."
The original report was submitted prior to the startup of Unit 2
and full power cooling water requirements for two unit operation
were conservatively estimated.
Supplement No. I provides additional
test data which was obtained following the commencement of full
power operation of both units.
The additional data provided in this supplement confirms the findings
of the October 7, 1974 report.
Following loss of all
offsite
power
and the subsequent trip
of both units with only one diesel pump start
ing, the pressure in the cooling water supply header will be adequ
ate to supply all
essential equipment.
Yours very

truly,

L. 0. Mayer, PE
Manager, Nuclear Support Services
cc:

J. G. Keppler
G. Charnoff
MPCA
Attn:
J. W. Ferman

attachment

:1. 48.'181

Z•'

iI

NOil'IERN STATES POWEIN COMPANY
Plant
Prairie Island Nuclear GeneratingDPR-42
No.
License
Docket No. 50-282
DPR-60
50-306

Water System Test
Supplement No. 1 to Cooling
Report dated October 7, 1974

Date:

August 25, 1975
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II
1.0

Introduction
On October 7, 1974 a report was submitted to the Directorate o!'
Licensing, USAEC, which smnmarized the testing conducted at the
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant to demonstrate the ability
of the Cooling Water System to supply the diesel generators in the
event of a loss of all
offsite
power durinig two unit operation.
This testing was required by Table TS.6.7-1 (item 8) of the Prairie
Island Technical Specifications.
It is des.:•-ibed iP.5eticn
9.6 of the
Final Safety Analysis Report and in
,.
". o[
)t*,:tio::
he Prairie Island
Island AEC Safety Zvaluation Report.
In

the event of loss of all
of'site
power and subsequent trip
of both
Lnits, the emergency diesel cooling water pumps will start
and
supply all
Cooling Water System loads.
If one di[esel cooling
water pump fails
to start,
the remaining diesel cooling water punmp
must supply all
cooling water demands.
The puimose of the testing
that was conducted was to demonst rate that the
r
on a
single pump will not reduce Cooling Water System header pressure
below that needed to adequately cool the diesel generators at
full
load.
The diesel generators are the only equipment required
for safe plant shutdown following a loss of offsite
power which
require adequate cooling water to be automatically provided.
The October 7, 1974 report was required to be ccmpleted, within three
months of completion of the Unit No. 1 Startup Test Program.
It
was therefore submitted before the commencement of Unit No. 2
operation.
Cooling water demand fcr two unit lOO• power operation
had to be inferred from data available during one unit operation.
In its
"Safety EValuation of Startup Test Results for Diesel
Generators and Cooling Water Systems, Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2," contained in a letter
dated
October 30, 1974 from Karl Kniel, Chief, LWR Branch 2-2, Directorate
of Licensing, USAEC, to Mr. L. 0. 1ayer, NSP. the Regulatory
Staff concluded that the testing performed provided a satisfactory
demonstration that the Cooling Water System will provide adequate
cooling water to the diesel generators following a loss of offsite
power assuming a single failure.
The October 30, 1974 safety
evaluation further stated that following startup of Unit No. 2,
additional data would be available to verify the analysis presented
in the October 7, 1974 report.

2.0
oe
This report provides an analysis of data that has been obtained
since the start
of two unit full
power operation at Prairie

Island.

This analysis confinrs the findings of the October 7,

197L report.

-1
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3.0 Additional Data Available To Verify October 7, 1974 Analysis
1. Two Unit 100'% Power Cooling Water Demand
On July 18, 1975, with cooling water supply temperature
plant cooling water
upper limit of 85 - 900F, total
at its
measurement
The results of this
requirements were measured.
are presented in Table 1.
2.

Determination of Minimum Acceptable Cooling Water Supply
Pressure to Serve a Fully Loaded Diesel Generator
described in Section 2.2.2 of the
On July 17, 1975 the test
October 7, 1.974 report was repeated with cooling water
temperature near
inlet
supply temperature and engine air
was performed with
The original test
upper limits.
their
0
55 - 56°F cooling water supply temperature and 45 F air
account
to
applied
was
A correction factor
temperature.
for the difference between worst case temperatures and the
Determination of
temperatures encountered during the test.
factor involved a certain amount of uncertainty.
this

"The results
3.

of this

test

are presented in

Table 2.

Pressure Drop Calculations for the Diesel Supply Piping
Since the October 7, 1974 was submitted, the diesel cooling
water supply piping has been modeled and the relationship
between cooling water supply header pressure and diesel
The results of this
cooler flow has been determined.
analysis are in good agreement with observed characteri. ics
of the system.
Figure 1 is the model which was used for
Figure
pi.ping to the diesel generators.
relationship between header pressure and
cooler flow. Figure 3 is the calculated
diesel cooler supply pressure and cooler

the cooling w
2 is the calculated
diesel generator
relationship between
flow.

4.0 Analysis of Additional Data
1. Two Unit 100, Power Cooling Water System

Characteristic

Using the data available from Table 1 and the method outlined
in Section 2.3 of the October 7, 1975 report, the two unit
100% -power cooling water system characteristic can be
approximated as follows:
Total Flow at Test Conditions

2457)

gpm @ 87 psig

24575 + 2300

Correction to 100%
Rated Generator KVA
at pump elevation

2

16591
jj3/
-

. 2

+6591539/

26890 gpm
-

(~~87

+ 11.5 = 98.5 psig

2

18

The system characteristic immediately before and after a two unit
Therefore following the trip:
trip remains unchanged.
H(ft) = 26.5 + 2.78x10-

7

Q(gpm)

2

This is plotted along with the pump curve (Figure 4) for the
The system operating point
diesel-driven pump in Figure 5.
immediately after the two unit trip is 18900 gpm at 124 Ft.
The corresponding supply header pressure is 42.3 psig. Using
Figures 2 and 3, the flow rate to the diesel coolers will
be 1250 gpm and the pressure available at the cooler inlet
will be 35 psig.
As the hydrogen cooler control valves on each generator
close down over a period of approximately ten minutes, the
header pressure and flow to the diesel coolers will gradually
increase as discussed in the October 7, 1974 report.

2.

Determination of Minimum Acceptable Cooler Inlet Pressure by Test
By throttling cooling water flow to a fully loaded diesel, the
minimum acceptable cooler inlet pressure can be determined.
As shown in Table 2, with cooling water inlet pressure near the
top of it allowed band, cooling water supply pressure was
reduced to as low as 15 psig without reaching a limiting
condition.
This test confirms the calculations which where performed to
determine Figures 2 and 3, which show that inlet pressure
can be reduced to 28 psig before cooler flow is reduced to
900 gpm (rated cooling water flow at 950F).

4.0 Conclusions
This additional data and analyses confirms the conclusions of the
These conclusions can be sunmarized s.
.October 7,1974 report.
follows:

t=O
header pres

t=O pres at
cooler inlet

Minimum Required
cooler inlet pres

October 7, 1975
Reported Value

33.1

24.3

<13.3

Value Based on
Actual Two Unit
Data and Additional

42.3

35

<15

85

Analyses
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TABUA

2

DATA FROM DIESEL GENERATOR OPERABILITY WITH REDUCED
COOLING WATER FLOW TEST - Conducted 7/17/75

Parameter
Cooling Water Pressure
Lube Oil Temp fm Engine
(Note 2)
Lube Oil Temp to Engine
(Note 2)
Jacket Coolant fm Engine
(Note 3)
Jacket Coolant to Engine
(Note 3)
Air Coolant Temp
(Note 4)
Exhaust Stack Temp
(Note 4)
Cooling Water Temp In*

Units
PSIG
°F

I

2

59

3
40. 5

30

5
24.2

6
19.8

7

50

4

15

8
59

204

203

203.5

204

204

204+

205

203

0

F

184

184

184

185

184

185

184

183

0

F

170

170

171

171

i71

172

172

170

0

F

164

164

164

164

164

164

164

163

PF

107

107

107

108

109

110

112

107

oF

790

800

800

800

800

800

800

790

°F

84

84.4

84.4

85

85

85

85

85

Cooling Water Temp Out

°F

94

94

94

99.5

102

110

94

Cooling Water Header
Pressure
Air to Engine Temp **

PSIG

84

86

86

86

87

87

87

89

107

107

i07

107

108

I108

108

108

0F

.L05

Notes:
I.

Data point No. I taken after
1-hour running time at 2750 KW and 1925 KVAR with CW-62-1
Other data points taken 10-'5 min. following pressure change of approximately 10 PSIG.

2.

Temperature controller maintains oil leaving engine between 195-215 0 F.

3.

Temperaturu controller maintains coolant

4.

Temperature

controller begins

5.

`Pen..,eratur.

i,

are-- o?

intake.

leaving engine between

fully open.

170-185*F.

to open port to heat exchanger at 100'F.

Ourtdoor di-y b-tLlbu teperataux

9o• 5

at

't6id

9401 at

:und of test.

DIESEL COOLER FLOW4 PATE

GPMi)
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